FRESHWATER

WATFAA Newsletter

From the Editor
Welcome to the Autumn edition of Freshwater. There
was no summer edition unfortunately as the editorial
team was preoccupied with other distractions including
work, holidays, bush fires and illness.
We trust you will find plenty of interest in this edition
as we all while away the hours waiting for the rains to
set in. The rain started well back in April but there has
been little since. The Bureau of Meteorology is still of
the opinion there is a strong likelihood of above median
rainfall during May-July. So fingers crossed.
This edition contains a couple of fishing stories, one
about the lovely St Patricks River in Tasmania and the
other a description of the trout fishing on Nanga Brook,
a location within easy reach of Perth. We would like to
include more fishing stories each time, but in order for
that to happen we either have to get out fishing more
often or ideally, club members submit some stories of
their own.

We also have included an article from a PhD student
Mikayla Morine who is researching the impacts of an
introduced parasite on native fish in our rivers. Mikayla
is very interested in hearing from anyone who spots
one of these parasites on a trout.
There is also a very interesting historical article on an
important figure in our club’s history, Captain Noel
Parker.
Finally we have some very sad news to share with the
recent passing of one of our club members Tony Hall.
Tony was the subject of our member profile in the
Spring edition of 2014 and we extend our condolences
to his family and friends.
Editors

Russell Hanley
Geoff Barrett
Lee Jackson

There is quite a bit of news including a report on the
Perch Bash, and an exciting potential development of a
recreational fishery on Wellington Dam.
There are also new instalments in our regular series
such as the tech spot, fly of the moment, member
profile and from the archives.
A number of other articles are not about fishing but
have a fishy flavour.
While Geoff Barrett was busy on bush fire duty during
the Northcliffe bush fire he started thinking about the
potential effect of bushfires on trout fishing and after
a little bit of research has provided an article about
the sometimes severe impacts on trout and other
inhabitants of streams and rivers from fire.
There is a short discussion of what the term feral means
and whether it can (or should) be used to describe trout
in the South West.
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News and Reports
STOCKING REPORT

By Russell Hanley

Over summer there is usually not much to report with respect to stocking of fish. This year is a little different because
the WA Fish Foundation (WAFF) was funded by Recfishwest to undertake a preliminary study to look at future stocking
options for Wellington Dam following the State government’s 2013 budget announcement that this dam is to become
a recreational hub to include fishing. Part of the study has investigated what information is available on historic water
flows, water quality and established what fish and crustacean species are currently in the dam. Community feedback
in relation to recreational fishing on the dam was sought and in the process of canvassing anglers who had fished
Wellington Dam in the past, or would like to fish it in the future, WATFAA Council was approached for our thoughts
on a potential fishery in the Dam. On behalf of WATFAA Council I have prepared and submitted an outline of what we
consider is a prime opportunity to develop a sustainable recreational fishery in Wellington Dam. Our proposal has been
included in the project report to Recfishwest and is reproduced here for your information.
There is much to be done in order to establish a fishery in Wellington Dam but we consider this is a most exciting
prospect for the enhancement of freshwater fishing in the south west. Wellington Dam is the second largest catchment
in the State and the largest in the south west and the reservoir holds 185 billion litres when full. Unlike our other
reservoirs Wellington continues to be near full regularly and still overflows in some years. We are grateful to Ian Stagles
of the West Australian Fish Foundation for the opportunity to provide our proposal for the Dam.

Proposal for creation of a sustainable recreational fishery in Wellington Dam
Background.
Examination of the WATFAA database and a search of
newspaper records using the Trove database reveals that
Wellington Dam has never been a focus of any sustained
stocking for recreational fishing. There was a stocking
of some 2000 rainbow fry in 1936 not long after the
construction of the dam and then in 2003 a total of 3000
brown trout yearlings were stocked into the Dam. The
fate of these fish is unknown. Redfin have been in the
Dam for a considerable time and redfin are regularly
caught by fishermen today although it appears the dam
is not highly regarded as a fishery for this species.
For most of its history the dam has been off limits to
stocking and recreational fishing as it has been a drinking
water supply. Even when the rising salinity of the water
in the dam meant it was no longer used for drinking
water it has remained off limits while successive state
governments investigated options for improving water
quality to a point where it could once again function as
a drinking water supply. The dam continues to provide
irrigation water for crops and pasture but there is also
some doubt over the continued viability of this source
of irrigation water given the development of salinity
problems on the irrigated land.
Reservoir overflow last year
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continued

More News and Reports
A commitment by the State Government to develop Wellington Dam as a strategic source solely for industry, agriculture
and recreation suggests that development of a recreational fishery for the Dam can proceed in a secure policy landscape
once proposed legislative changes are finalised.

Species to be stocked
As a trout fishing club it should be no surprise that our preference for stocking of the dam is to focus on salmonid
fishes, specifically rainbow trout (Onchorynchus mykiss) and brown trout (Salmo trutta). While acknowledging our bias
toward these species we believe there are sound technical reasons for a focus on these two species for the creation of
a recreational fishery in Wellington Dam.
1. The Department of Fisheries already has the technical expertise, experience and critical infrastructure
to supply quality fish of these species for stocking in large numbers. The hatchery at Pemberton has
been producing high quality stocks of these species for decades.
2. The history of stocking of trout into south west rivers and impoundments has shown the fish survive
well and significant growth rates are often achieved. Where fish have not done well it is related to
water quality (temperature, dissolved oxygen) over summer and the lack of suitable substrates for
successful natural recruitment.
3. The water quality of the water in Wellington Dam is eminently suitable for these species. The water
temperatures do not rise to levels over summer that create problems for trout such as occurs in the
smaller water bodies and rivers of the south west. There is also no problem for trout at the current
or projected levels of salinity and bromide present in the dam. Proof of the suitability of the water in
the dam for trout is provided by the presence of a significant tailrace fishery in the Collie Gorge where
irrigation water flows from the dam sustain a fishery which produces quality fish in excellent condition.
4. The stocking of trout into the rivers and impoundments of the south west has a long history and
remains a key component of current Dept. Fisheries recreational fishery policy. The tailrace waters
from the dam are currently stocked most years and the upstream sections of the Collie above the dam
have been stocked with trout for many years in the past. There are unlikely to be any major biosecurity
concerns related to stocking of both species of trout into the Dam from where at least some fish can be
expected to migrate upstream into the Collie catchment.
5. Both species of trout can occupy different habitat niches within a large impoundment and evidence
from elsewhere in Australia and New Zealand shows that both species can thrive in impoundments.
6. Both species of trout will prey on redfin perch, a species considered to be itself a major predator
on marron. While there is no doubt that trout also prey on marron the available evidence suggests
that only small marron are targeted while redfin will take much larger marron which are at or near
reproductive age.
7. Trout are recognised as quality sports fish by the majority of freshwater anglers. Both species are
attractive to Western Australian anglers and to interstate and overseas visitors. The establishment of a
good sustainable trout fishery in Wellington Dam has the potential to attract considerable numbers of
tourists to the area.
8. Growth rates for trout in south west Australia are relatively fast with fish regularly achieving a size
range of 30-40cm within two years of being released as yearlings.

continued
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Even More News and Reports
Some key considerations
Having established the rationale for stocking trout it is important to consider some key potential constraints and issues
that need to be resolved to ensure there is a sustainable fishery.
1. There is some evidence that primary productivity in the dam may be quite low and/or there may be a lack of
suitable trophic levels of organisms to provide a food chain to support trout (or any other apex predator). The
capacity of trout to switch feeding strategies to consume a wide variety of organisms depending on abundance
does mean that trout are one of the best species that could be selected for stocking into waters of limited
productivity. Large trout feed on organisms ranging from midge larvae to other fishes. The carrying capacity of
the Dam may prove to be currently limited however and so there should be some investigations of how that
might be improved such as developing shallow water areas for the growth of benthic primary producers and/
or establishment of pelagic food chains based on phytoplankton productivity. Part of the establishment of
food chains may include stocking of the dam with species of suitable small fish both demersal and pelagic. A
preference for native fishes where possible should be encouraged.
2. Following on from item 1, it is not clear what level of stocking would be required to provide a reasonable fishery
in the Dam and so there will be a need for ongoing and regular monitoring of the outcome of stocking regimes
to assess and where necessary refine stocking numbers, size of fish stocked, locations and so on. The Dam
offers a good opportunity to garner information about optimum stocking levels to produce a quality fishery
where quality may be defined by abundance or size of individual fish or angling experience.
3. In order to be truly sustainable it may be necessary and/or desirable to increase the capacity of the stock
of fish within the Dam to sustain numbers through natural recruitment. Increasing the capacity for natural
recruitment would involve in the first instance
an increase in areas of substrate suitable for
spawning. Other considerations may include
development of areas where small fish can find
refuge from predation.
4. An ongoing commitment by a number of
stakeholders is essential if the project is to
be successful. These will likely include The
Department of Fisheries, Department of Parks
and Wildlife, Department of Water, one or
more freshwater research organisations, and
a range of diverse recreational and community
organisations. These ongoing commitments are
likely to require budget support within these
organisations.
5. It should be recognised by all that the
establishment of a sustainable fishery in
Wellington Dam will not be achieved easily. There
is a need to clearly identify knowledge gaps, to
identify known issues and constraints and to put
in train a management process to fill the gaps
and resolve the issues whether they be technical,
economic, or political. Ultimately however it is
possible to establish a recreational fishery that
will repay the initial investment handsomely.

View of reservoir. Source: Department of Transport
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Still More News and Reports
THE TREEN GIVEN BACK TO THE FISH

By Geoff Barrett

We are pleased to report that the Treen Brook
repair works have now been completed and
the steep drop off, which was preventing the
movement of native fish and trout up this beautiful
brook, has now been repaired.
An old weir on the brook, which flows through
the King Trout property near the Warren River
just south of Pemberton, had caused a large
washout, resulting in a two metre drop which was
preventing trout and native fish from moving up
the stream (Figure 1).
In 2012, on behalf of WATFAA, John McConigley
organised a $6000 Recfishwest grant towards
repair of the washout. Works on the site were
significantly delayed because access to the
property had to be negotiated around times when
local tourists would not be disturbed and timed
for that period of the year when the weather
conditions were suitable for heavy machinery.
Written permission from the landholder was also
needed as well as a permit from the Dept. of
Water, allowing modifications to the stream bed.
With all this in place, local Pemberton contractor,
Keith Jackson (WALCO) carried out the repair
works in March 2015.
In the three-year period since the project was
initiated, the Treen washout has steadily become
worse with a second erosion gully extending to the
northwest and forming another two metre dropoff. Fortunately, during this period the original
erosion gully in the main stream bed had naturally
smoothed to a point where during periods of high
flow rate, fish could once again swim up the brook
(the original drop had been reduced to about one
metre high during summer).

Figure 1: Treen Brook washout area with 2m drop preventing fish from moving upstream

Figure 2: Treen Brook repair works

The grant money provided sufficient funds to:
•

Fill the newly forming erosion gully with large tree stumps

•

Bed the stumps in along with truckloads of rubble to stabilise the eroding area

•

Sculpture the immediate area to encourage flow to return to the main stream bed and

•

Fell a number of trees into the remaining washout area, where they will settle and trap silt, gradually filling the
hole.

continued
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No More News and Reports
WATFAA would like to thank Keith Jackson for carrying out the repair works. We now have a situation where the Treen
Brook washout appears to have been stabilised, fish can now move past the washout area and with time, silt should
deposit around the tree stumps reversing the erosion damage.

Figure 3: Keith Jackson from Walco Construction surveys the Treen repair work.

ITEMS BEFORE COUNCIL- AS OF THE 7TH MAY 2015
•

Stocking of dams (which dams to stock and seeking approval)

•

Discussions with Department of Fisheries over new locations for stocking

•

Treen Brook restoration works (final acquittal of Recfishwest small grants funding)

•

Alteration of Constitution to allow AGM to be held at end of August instead of July.

•

Development of a strategic plan for the Club

•

Review of Club Ethics with respect to bag limits

•

Working bee to clean up rubbish along a section of the Serpentine River

•

Graham Whitehouse Cottage insurance and installation of deadlocks

•

WATFAA representation on the Recfishwest Fishing Associations Reference Group (RFARG)
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Perch Bash
Report
by Taffy
Although numbers were down, this
year’s bash was a scream, it started with
Taffy and Jeff (a potential new member)
having left Byford around noon on
Friday, breaking down in Waroona and
waiting patiently for an hour for the
RAC mechanic, only to be told that he
required a tow truck. Again they waited,
this time for an hour and a half before
being picked up, where upon they
proceeded back to Byford for a change
of vehicles. They eventually arrived at
the cottage around 10.30 pm only to find
the rest of the guys not only still up but
in fine form although one or two were
a little worse for wear having tackled
several bottles of wine...
Saturday morning arrived with few signs
of the heavy night before and with time
before the perch comp started, we all
set off to Gandy’s for a bit of trout fishing
but no fish were caught, although some trout movements were seen. However the infamous electric fence had another
name to add to the growing list as this time it was Pasquale who received quite a jolt in his private quarters.
To kick off the bash we all headed to the Warren and although waters were low and the temperature quite warm,
several fish were seen and Taffy dropped a nice fish at his feet (because he left his landing net behind). With little to
show for their efforts and finding the terrain of the Warren hard graft, late afternoon saw several guys turning to the
dams that are known to hold perch. Dave Whitelaw caught some nice perch at Angelos and Taffy caught several perch
at Franklins.
Dawn on Sunday again started with trout being the target as Pasquale and Mario went to Stirling house dam with no
success although several fish were rising. Bretton went to Knights and had no takers although several fish were again
rising. Taffy and Jeff went to the Gully dam where Jeff caught two trout, his first in WA. After returning to the cottage
for breakfast and some breakfast it was (thanks Pas and Dave), there were mixed feelings on where we should fish
next. Mario, Pas and sons, Dave, Breton and Peter Taylor wished to give the Warren another chance, while Taffy and
Jeff stuck with the dams, going back to Angelos and ending up at Browns where Taffy caught seven Perch all over a kilo.
The other guys having again found the Warren hard work turned to a private dam where between them, they caught
about eighty perch again with several fish over a kilo.
In total, about one hundred and thirty Perch and two trout were caught over the two days of fishing. It was also
decided that the weekend should be classified as a social event and not a comp as the numbers were down and all
that attended this event could class themselves as winners. Members who have not sat around that infamous table at
the cottage, glass in hand, or stood in the background listening to the where, what and the how of fishing and life in
general, honestly do not know what they are missing.
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Captain Noel Parker 22nd December 1919 - 8th July 1978
by Chris Parker

My father, Noel Parker, was the second of three sons raised by Ernest and Ella Parker. He was born on Monday 22nd
December 1919 in Newcastle Upon Tyne, England. So he was a Geordie, a Novocastrian, a Pom, but you wouldn’t
really pick him as one, especially not from the way he spoke. But if you caught them, there were still a few words that
betrayed his heritage; words with a double ‘o’ in them, like “hook” or “book”. His father was a travelling wine and spirits
merchant, which possibly may have been why dad liked a drink, or two, or three, and single malt whiskeys in particular.
He never talked much about his childhood, because it wasn’t all that long, but when he did, it was with fond memories
continued
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Captain Noel Parker continued...
of fishing, collecting birds’ eggs and spending whatever
holiday time he could manage in the countryside over
the border in Scotland. The outdoor life was for him
and no doubt that was where his love of angling for
trout on wet and dry fly developed.
At the tender age of 16 he entered the Merchant Navy
as did his younger brother Peter when he turned 16,
while his older brother Neville served in the Royal Air
Force. Sadly, Peter was lost at sea when his ship was
sunk off the Cape Verde Islands in the Central Atlantic
Ocean, whilst Dad was just plain unlucky in that he was
in the wrong place at the wrong time. He was serving as
3rd Mate on the SS Bennevis in the South China Sea at
the outbreak of World War 2 in the Pacific. On the 9th
of December 1941, the day after the War in the Pacific
began with an Imperial Japanese Army amphibious
attack on the north-east coast of British Malaya, he
was taken prisoner and transferred to a Prisoner of War
camp on mainland China. Conditions in the camp were
quite harsh and the quality of rations was extremely
poor with little or no protein, apart from maggots, on
the menu. Fortunately, the prisoners were allowed
to establish small vegetable plots from which they
supplemented their meagre rations but apparently
the nearest thing to protein they had was a form of
soup - fish carcasses steeped in hot water. He spent the
duration as a POW and at war’s end was repatriated
back to England. (I feel that those lost years definitely
had a lasting physical effect on him as, although he was
a tall and naturally slim man, I think that he couldn’t
have put weight on in later life even if he wanted to
and it may well have contributed to the cancer that
eventually took him.)
He resumed his seafaring life and, after attaining his
2nd Mate, 1st Mate and Masters certificates, was
released from the Merchant Navy Reserve Pool in 1946
at his own request, as an ex POW. It was then that he
joined the Union Steamship Company and served on a
number of their cargo vessels. His voyages were mainly
on the eastern Australian seaboard, taking in the ports
of Newcastle, Sydney, Melbourne, Launceston, Burnie,
Hobart, Adelaide and Port Pirie. Life at sea was good
to him and in those days. He was earning quite a
reasonable salary, almost 2 ½ times the basic weekly
wage for Sydney, which was £5/14/- in 1948.
It was in Sydney that he was introduced by a mutual
friend to Heather Walden, whom he subsequently
married. Their first child, Christopher (me), was born
in 1949 and it was in the following year that he “came

ashore” and took up a position as a supervisor with
Macquarie Stevedoring Company. The Parkers were
able to move out of rented accommodation in what is
now the prestigious harbour-side suburb of Vaucluse
and purchase a house with ocean views in the coastal
suburb of Malabar, (home to the infamous Long Bay
Penitentiary) just 12 kilometres south of the Sydney
CBD. Noel and Heather’s second child, my sister Gail,
was born in 1953. Nineteen years later, she gave them
a grandson, Scott. Unfortunately he never got to meet
my two children, David and Kira, along with his two
great grandsons.
Growing up, I came to realise just what a skilled
handyman my father was. Small construction projects,
maintenance and repairs to the family car, interior
decorating (he loved painting), plumbing, carpentry
and more. It seemed as if there was nothing he couldn’t
turn his hand to. I have him to thank for much of the
knowledge, understanding and approach I have applied
to tasks in the past, the present, and will continue to
take with me into the future.
As the years passed, Dad was promoted within the
company until he was eventually appointed general
manager. Up until then, the main focus was work
and ensuring his family was well provided for. He had
not had the time to pursue his childhood passion, fly
fishing. I think that I must have been around 10 or 11
when he took me trout fishing for the first time. We
fished Lakes Jindabyne and Eucumbene in the Snowy
Mountains and Cotter Dam in the ACT. I can’t say that I
initially shared his enthusiasm for fishing at that stage,
as those few nights sleeping in a tent on the banks of
Lake Eucumbene were probably the coldest I have ever
experienced. (I worked for a number of years in a cold
storage facility where room temperatures were -18C,
so I know what cold is.)
In 1963 he was head-hunted by Reginald Reed, the
then boss of James Patrick & Co Pty Ltd, for the position
of manager of newly formed company Smith Patrick
Stevedoring in Fremantle. He took on the job, sold the
house in Sydney, arranged for his family to follow him
to WA, purchased a home in Attadale in readiness for
their arrival, and then, he was in his element. There
were now waters, stocked with trout within easy reach
of the Perth metropolitan area and, although they
weren’t all that conducive to fly fishing, he was soon
trekking off into the bush in pursuit of that “big one” at
every opportunity.
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continued

Captain Noel Parker continued...
I’m not sure, but I think he may have joined the
Serpentine-Jarrahdale Trout Acclimatisation Society
at some stage (I have an enamelled badge, with A42
stamped on the reverse, which I found amongst his
effects). Over those early years, he developed a close
circle of friends who shared his passion for trout fishing.
He and those like-minded men were so enthusiastic
about re-establishing and promoting freshwater angling
in Western Australia. Some names that spring to mind
include, Vern Saw, Fred Kunzel, Graham Whitehouse,
Ron Pearson, Neil Bartholomaeus, Tony Strick, Bob
Agnew, Neil Coy and Sylvester Smeschkal. With the
dedication of these hard working individuals, the WA
Trout & Fresh Water Angling Association was formed in
1967. I believe that Dad was installed as the inaugural
president and was re-elected on a number of occasions
in following years.

Pemberton, where he first met forestry worker and
good friend Vern Saw shortly after coming to WA, was
undoubtedly his favourite fishing haunt. Weekend stays
in one of Mrs Wellburn’s rental cottages may well have
spawned the idea of the Association acquiring a 99
year lease on Rose Cottage. I really enjoyed those times
when I was asked to accompany him on expeditions
into the surrounding Karri forests, in search of fresh
unfished waters. They contributed greatly to my own
understanding of WA’s bush, it’s inland waterways, and
conservation of it’s flora and fauna. (Actually, the real
reason he took me along was so that he wouldn’t get
lost when deep in the forest and focused on catching
trout. He may have been good at navigation on the
ocean but he wasn’t too good on those bush tracks,
even with forestry department maps.)
In 1973, he was appointed an Honorary Inspector of
Fisheries for the WA Department of Fisheries & Fauna
and I remember him “just popping down to check on
the prawners” on a warm summer’s night. He also
participated in trips, mainly to the dams and rivers in
the Dwellingup/Waroona areas, usually arranged with
Neil Bartholomaeus, to ensure people were doing
the right thing during the marron season. (I guess he
really was a conservationist at heart …. not just an avid
fisherman.)
It was in the mid 70’s that his health began to
deteriorate and he was eventually diagnosed as
having terminal pancreatic cancer. Strangely, statistics
showed that there was an abnormally high incidence
of pancreatic cancer in males who had a seafaring
background. He took early retirement from work and
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developed a “bucket list” of things he still wanted to
do in the time he had left. Although he had visited
Tasmania many times when sailing with the Union
Steamship Company, one of his dreams was to fish
it’s waters and Lake Pedder in particular. He got to do
that. Another “must do” on his list was a trip to New
Zealand, again to fish the rivers and lakes of the South
Island. I accompanied him on that trip and we had
some wonderful experiences fishing together. The most
memorable for him was sharing a chartered helicopter
flight with another angler to get to some remote trout
waters. The helicopter lifted off from the park outside
the hotel in Otematata, flew for just 5 or so minutes up
and over the adjacent mountain ridge, and landed on a
shale bed in the middle of a stream. It took myself and a
local guide 2 hours to drive in to their location by 4WD,
and another 2 hours to get out again after picking them
up …. no fish, but a terrific experience. At another piece
of water, (don’t remember exactly where) Dad met up
with Graham Whitehouse, who was also in NZ at that
time. They headed off downstream together for some
serious fly fishing, leaving me to toss a lure around (I
was rubbish at casting a fly line) and that’s when I had
my most memorable moment of the trip. There, in a
narrow run leading into a small pool, was a small trout
just hovering in the swirling current and picking off
the occasional insect as they floated by. Lying on the
bank, I was able to quietly and gently reach down into
the water and “tickle a trout” as they say, without it
becoming alarmed …. absolutely magic!
The NZ trip was in early January 1978 and, while his
illness affected his stamina on some days, he still
managed to make every moment of that holiday count
and thoroughly enjoyed what he loved doing most ….
chasing that “big one”. But as it must, the inevitable
catches up with you, and Dad passed away at home in
Attadale on 8th July 1978. A well attended memorial
service was held at Fremantle Cemetery, where he was
farewelled and cremated. His ashes were later taken by
a few of his fishing friends to the Donnelly River, and
scattered in what they referred to as “Parker’s Pool” . A
fitting resting place I think.
I expect that if he was still around today, my father
would be more than pleased with the direction that the
WA Trout & Freshwater Angling Association has taken,
how it has developed and prospered over the years and,
I reckon he would be extremely proud to think that he
may have played some small part in that achievement.

Thanks to Chris Parker for sharing these great stories about his father.
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Fly Fishing the St Patricks River,
Tasmania
by Russell Hanley

I recently made a three week fly fishing trip around
Tasmania in a campervan. Like most fishing trips there
were good days, bad days and a few really frustrating
days when the fish refused to look at anything put in
front of them while happily rising to take some minute
organisms that could not be seen with the naked eye. The
weather played its part too with blue sky calm conditions
interspersed with strong winds, cold cloudy days and rainy
days. On just such a rainy day, I drove up to Launceston
and went to a wonderful shop (more like Aladdin’s Cave)
called the Essential Fly Fisher. I needed a new pair of
waders and they were most helpful in kitting me out with
an excellent pair of Simms. I also bought some other stuff
I had not realised I really needed until I arrived at the
shop. A brief discussion about the recent poor fishing at
Brumby’s Creek which was my planned destination that
afternoon led to a recommendation by Ross Pullin to
give the St Patricks River a try. According to Ross it was
not far from Launceston, had a good stock of fish and is
easily accessible over much of its length. There was even
a convenient campground next to the river at Myrtle Park.
Ross suggested the river does not get the attention it
deserves.
I had not planned to visit this river and there is no IFS
brochure, so upon returning to the van I consulted
Greg French’s excellent book Trout Waters of Tasmania.
The river is part of the North Esk system and Greg’s
description of the river is that it is fast flowing and hard
bottomed with long stretches of riffle and is rated highly
by fly fishers principally because it is possible to wade
much of the rivers length. Wading is a necessity because
long stretches of the banks are dominated by willow.
Brown trout are common but generally small (0.3-0.8kg)
although Greg reports he has caught fish in excess of 2kg.
I decided to give it a try and set off toward Scottsdale via
the Tasman Highway.
My first view of the river was from the road bridge at
Nunamara and I immediately thought I had made the
right decision as the river was running clear and shallow
over a long series of riffles and glides. Perfect! I drove on
for a further 15 minutes and reached the campground at
Myrtle Park. A basic campground (no powered sites) but
in a beautiful setting right alongside the river. I hired a
campsite next to the river and as it was still raining decided
to look at where I might fish the next day. While checking

The lowland section of the St Patricks River near the Corkery Road Bridge

out my maps I noticed the guy from the campsite next
to mine casting a spinning lure about without any luck. I
later took a walk along the river through the campground
and noticed several fish of about 20-25cm length. I then
spent the rest of the afternoon driving around the district
looking at the various road bridges where I could get into
the river. In his book Greg French considers there are two
very good stretches of water. The first is between the
road bridges at Nunamara and Corkerys Road which is a
distance of about 15km with access points at both ends
and also from three other road bridges in between. The
other stretch is up on the Diddleum Plains between the
road bridges on East Diddleum Road and Knights Road
which is a distance of about 10km with no access by road
in between. I looked at all the access points and decided
to fish the campground area, the area downstream of
Corkerys Road (there is a track alongside the river) and
the section upstream of East Diddleum Road. I did not
fish the river up near the Knights Road Bridge. At this
elevation the river is quite small and shallow and while
I saw fish they were quite small (15-20cm). It was also a
very beautiful spot with moss covered trees, tree ferns
and white sand bars in between the riffles. Wading would
disturb the tranquillity of this beautiful stream so I after
picking up the trash left by other visitors I drove back
down to the lowland stretch of the river.
The next morning was beautiful and clear and I waded
across the river in front of my camp and walked
downstream of the campground and then began to wade
back upstream through a stretch of fast glides and riffles
under a canopy of willow. I was using a 4wt rod and
floating line. Casting into the shadows under the willows
was tricky, but the great thing about willow is that it is
continued
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Upstream of the East Diddleum Road Bridge there are long glides full of fish.

soft and when you get caught up in leaves and branches
a sharp tug was often all that was needed to free the line.
For the first half hour I did not see a fish or get a touch. The
weather had been so cool and variable over the preceding
days that fish had not been rising so I was using a duo with
a dry fly and a small nymph on a dropper tied onto the
shank of the dry fly. This had worked well and most fish
I had caught on the trip so far were taken on the nymph
below a dry. I also recommend keeping the dropper short
(30cm) when fishing fast moving water.
Once I reached the campground I began to see fish and had
a couple of refusals. At the tail of a long pool I saw a fish
rise and cast to it and immediately hooked a nice brown
which took the nymph. The fish put up a good struggle
in the fast current but was successfully netted. These are
beautifully marked fish with a speckling of intense red
spots on the body. The fish was about 30cm length and
in great condition. Releasing the fish I thought the seam
at the tail of the pool was so inviting it was worth another
cast, and immediately hooked another fish of almost the
same size! Also on the nymph.

I fished another 50 metres or so through the camp ground
and missed a couple of takes on the dry fly. I also had
a large fish (2kg?) come up out of a deep hole under a
tangle of logs to inspect the nymph, but he refused it and
could not be enticed with anything else.
There was another 300 metres of river to fish through the
campground, but I decided against it. It was a Saturday and
the campground was filling with people. The campground
is large and the individual sites are secluded but the best
ones back onto the river so when the campground is full
you have an audience. Now in front of an audience I suffer
from acute performance anxiety and while people have
never displayed anything other than friendly interest if
they encounter me fly fishing, their scrutiny places me
under intense pressure. Sometimes someone will say ‘Oh,
fly fishing? I have always thought I might try that.’ Then
follows an awkward 10 minutes as I, cast in the role of
fly fishing exponent, demonstrate conclusively that it’s
a game for mugs and imbeciles. Perhaps though it’s the
innocent logic of children that is the most disconcerting.
‘What is he doing Mummy? Fly fishing dear. Why does he
continued
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St Patricks River continued...
want to catch flies? No dear he has a little ball of fluff and feathers on the end of his hook to catch a trout with. Can’t
he buy bait? Then….Do trout live in trees? No dear, his line is caught in the tree by accident’ And so on.
Later that day I tried the stretch around Corkerys Road Bridge. There is a track at the bridge than runs for some distance
back down the river. I found a convenient entry point and began wading upstream back toward the bridge. After a half
hour I had not seen any fish or had any interest in the duo. The section was lined with willow and there were many
areas where willow branches created shade and cover over seams of water that looked like they held trout. I was
about to change flies when a cast that brought my dry fly right under the willow branches was absolutely smashed by
another feisty and beautifully marked fish which put up a good fight before the net. I suspect that my caution had been
costing me opportunities. I had not been trying to get the fly right under the willows because in the fast flowing current
I frequently snagged on the branches as many of the lower branches were immersed in the water. If the dry did not
hook up the nymph often did. This fish was also the first taken on this river by the dry fly on my duo set up although I
had missed several takes of the dry earlier in the day. I imagine that the fishing would be better later in summer when
the water level has dropped below the lowest willow branches. Then it should be possible to run a duo right through
the deep shade under these trees.
I caught several more fish wading up through the series of riffles and long glides in perfect fishing conditions by casting
to rising fish, or by fishing seams where fish were likely to hold. All of the fish caught were brown trout of similar size
(25-30cm) and in excellent condition. The river is easily waded for long stretches and on the few occasions where you
need to walk round a deep pool it is easy to get out and walk along the banks.
The next day I drove to the East Diddleum Road Bridge. The area downstream of the bridge is a long shallow pool
that then narrows into a rocky gorge. The river through the gorge is deep in places and there a lot of large boulders to
negotiate. The rapids are boisterous and I suspect there are some nice fish to be had in the pocket water. I did not fish
this area but saw a number of fish at the tails of deeper pools. Immediately upstream of the bridge is a narrow and
deep run that could not be waded, but following a track upstream for 100 metres led to shallow riffles and long glides
interspersed with deeper pools that had to be walked round. Access along the banks is more difficult due to steep
banks and thick vegetation but I caught fish on both nymph and dry fly in all areas where I could safely access the river.
Again the fish were brown trout in the range 25-30cm and all in excellent condition putting up a good fight on 4wt gear
and a light leader and tippet.
In summary, while trophy fish are
not likely to be caught on this river it
offers an excellent stock of fish and
can be waded safely for long distances
from a number of access points. On
the lowland stretches the river runs
through pasture and is very easy to
negotiate. Up on the Diddleum Plains
the river provides more of a wilderness
experience with thick forest, steep
banks and strong rapids. It is however
still possible to wade the river in many
places. The scenery was beautiful
including sightings of half a dozen
platypus and I had the river to myself
on every occasion I fished. It is on my
list of places to visit again when next in
Tasmania.

Typical brown trout from the Myrtle Park campground stretch on the St Patricks River.
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Bushfires and Trout
Will They Survive?

By Geoff Barrett and Russell Hanley
Bushfires are a normal part of the Australian landscape,
where trout have survived for over 100 years. Here in
the south-west of WA, our river flows are getting smaller
as a result of water removal for agriculture and reduced
rainfall. At the same time fires are becoming hotter and
more frequent, so we can expect the effect of bushfires
on wildlife to be getting worse. If a fire is intense, it will
kill most of the plants and animals present along the
waterway, although some species of animal are mobile
enough to escape.
But what about the inhabitants of the stream itself?
Anecdotally, there are reports of streams becoming so
hot during a fire, that marron flee from the water and
all the fish (including trout) and other animals in the
water are killed.
While a fire may not be intense enough to raise the
temperature in the stream above lethal temperatures
for fish at the time of the fire, the loss of tree cover
may mean that the stream is then much hotter in
subsequent years because of a lack of shade. As we
know, trout are vulnerable during summer because of
high water temperatures in our local rivers.
Typically, bushfires remove the ground cover of
vegetation and also fallen leaves, twigs and branches
that trap and filter water from rainfall. Loss of this
cover will increase run off resulting in silt and ash being
carried into the stream and a loss of water quality for
a year or two following the fire. Heavy rains will wash
sediment into waterways, filling the pools, removing
the deep-water refuges where fish stay cool during the
hot summer months.
The Northcliffe fires burnt an area of approximately
90,000 ha, including 16km of coastline near Windy
Harbour, with the fire scar extending 63km east,
almost to Walpole. The fire spread 20km to the south
of Northcliffe and would have kept going except that it
was held up by a previous prescription burn (a salient
point for those who question the importance of control
burns to ‘break up’ forest fuel loads).
As well as removing vegetation cover from the upper
reaches of rivers such as the Deep River, Franklin
River and Shannon River (with it’s rare native fish

populations), the Northcliffe fire was hot enough to
remove many of the 200 year old veteran trees that
provide hollows that shelter native mammals, and are
used for nesting by our three species of threatened
black cockatoos.
Trout have been stocked into all three of these rivers
in the past, and there is some likelihood that trout are
still present if conditions are suitable for them to breed.
A fire of the same magnitude as the Northcliffe fire in
the catchments of either the Warren or Donnelly Rivers
could be expected to have some impact on the trout
populations in those rivers.
In March 2004, following the 2002/3 fires in northeast
Gippsland, Victoria, a survey of 29 sites from 17 fire
affected rivers found that only nine of the rivers
contained trout populations similar to pre-fire levels
(Dept. Primary Industries 2009). Six of these rivers,
known to support trout before the fires, no longer
contained any trout.
The Fisheries scientists concluded that ‘bushfires
influenced trout populations in localised areas,
however, the overall effect was not catastrophic as had
been initially feared by some stakeholders.’ They also
concluded that trout populations in the six bushfire
affected rivers (in the Gippsland study) were likely to
recover naturally within three years of the fire. More
recent observations indicate that this is indeed so, with
continued
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Bushfires and Trout continued...
trout returning naturally to the affected rivers. Victorian Fisheries also stocked some of the fire affected streams to
‘accelerate their natural recovery’.
It is not clear that trout in the Warren and Donnelly systems would recover as quickly if impacted to the same extent
by fire mostly because self-sustaining populations in these systems are thought to be small. However, the continuation
of the regular annual stocking of both of these rivers provides a level of resilience for our important sports fishery.

Figure 1: Recent fire near Manjimup - burnt habitat is a natural part of Australian ecosystems, what is not natural, is massive wildfires such as the 2015 Northcliffe
fires which burnt 90,000 ha of bushland

Reference:

Dept of Primary Industries (2009). Fisheries Notes Number FN0168 - Effects of Bushfire on trout in Victoria.
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What is a Feral Species?
Invasive Species, Pests and Ferals.
by Russell Hanley
Some recent discussion among WATFAA members
centred on whether both brown trout and rainbow
trout in Western Australia should be described as a
‘feral species’ which is the category they are listed under
on the Department of Fisheries web page ‘ Freshwater
Fish Distribution in Western Australia’
http://freshwater.fish.wa.gov.au/default.aspx?st3
We typically use the description ‘feral species’ for
species such as cane toads, rabbits, foxes and cats
which are also often described as ‘invasive species’
and also as ‘pests’. These species are considered to be
problems because of their impact on native species and
communities of species and there is ample evidence in
support of this view.
Is it legitimate to extend the description ‘feral species’
to include both species of trout which occur in some
rivers and impoundments of the south–west? By
implication they are then also considered to be ‘invasive
species’ and ‘pests’ as these terms are often used as
alternatives to feral.
The word feral is an adjective derived from the Latin
fera - wild animal (ferus - wild).
The Oxford Dictionary gives three common modes of
usage:
1. In a wild state, especially after escape from captivity
or domestication: a feral cat
2. Resembling or characteristic of a wild animal: his
teeth were bared in a feral snarl
3. (Of a young person) behaving in a wildly
undisciplined and antisocial way: gangs of feral
youths
It is the first mode of usage that is applied in the
description of ‘feral species’. Thinking about the
meaning of the adjective ‘feral’ leads to the conclusion
that it is not correctly applied even when used to
describe species such as the fox in Australia which
was not, to my knowledge, an escapee from captivity,
but rather a deliberate introduction to the wild. The
cane toad is therefore also not a feral species as it
too was deliberately introduced. The cat on the other

Figure 1: Wild cats in Australia are correctly described as feral because the
cat is an escapee from domestication in this country. (image courtesy of
Marika Maxwell).

hand would seem to fit the description ‘feral’ as it has
escaped from domestication. So too have camels, pigs,
donkeys, goats, cattle, buffalo.
Trout in the rivers and impoundments of the southwest are not feral species as they did not escape
from either captivity or domestication but rather
were deliberately introduced to those waterways and
continue to be annually stocked into many of those
waters. Incidentally the redfin perch is also not a feral
species as it too was deliberately released into the
wild. Carp too were deliberately stocked into some of
our waters and is there really a difference between
an officially sanctioned stocking of a species and the
‘unofficial’ or even illegal stocking of species that would
allow one to be described as feral and the other not?
After looking at the definition of the term ‘feral’ the
examples of recent usage show that the adjective is
often used incorrectly. The application of the term is
certainly not consistent. If we accepted that the meaning
of the adjective has changed to include the pattern of
usage in Australia then it would also be reasonable
to describe the kookaburra as a ‘feral species’ here in
the south-west. The term could also be applied to the
status of the marron in those rivers where it has been
deliberately introduced.
A better approach would be to describe as ‘exotic’ all
species which are not native to a region of this country

continued
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Feral Species continued...
and then to describe as ‘invasive’ those species that establish self-sustaining populations (typically of large size) and
exhibit range expansions. In the event the ‘invasive’ species has significant impacts (environmental, economic) it could
rightly also be described as a ‘pest’.
Now in some contexts it might be the case that both rainbow and brown trout could be described as ‘invasive species’
and even ‘pests’ in environments where they could establish large self- sustaining populations and expand their range.
This has not occurred in the south –west of Western Australia where a sustainable recreational fishery for trout remains
dependent on regular stocking of fish.
On the other hand, species such as redfin perch do exhibit the characteristics of an invasive species with substantial
self- sustaining populations and the species has expanded its range. The environmental impacts of redfin perch on
native species does warrant the description of the species as a ‘pest’.
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An Introduced Parasite on our Native Freshwater Fishes

Lernaea cyprinacea
by Mikayla Morine

Figure 1: black arrows show examples of the parasite on a pygmy perch.

In the South West Coast Drainage Division (SWCDD) of Western Australia (a network of rivers which flow into the Indian
Ocean and Southern Ocean between Dongara and Esperance) there are only 11 native freshwater fish species. Nine of
these are limited to this area with 3 listed as rare or likely to become extinct. They are generally very small in size, with
10 out of 11 are no bigger than 20cm in length, but play a significant role in the health of the ecosystem.
The introduction of exotic fish (such as goldfish) to river ecosystems poses a major threat to aquatic biodiversity
throughout the world and is classified as the second most important cause of native biodiversity loss worldwide. This
threat is due to predation, competition and the introduction of exotic parasites and pathogens.
The danger of exotic parasites to our native species has not been well studied. As exotic parasites are a major threat
to native species, the more information we have about these parasites the greater will be our ability to prevent native
fish loss.
Since the 1870’s a number of exotic fish species have been introduced into south west rivers, either accidentally or
deliberately from the aquaculture or aquarium trade. In 2008, a study was the first to identify and report the exotic
parasite Lernaea cyprinacea, more commonly known as anchor worm, on native freshwater fish in the Canning River of
Western Australia. So far this parasite has also been reported in the Murray and Serpentine Rivers on fishes including
the western minnow, western pigmy perch, nightfish and freshwater cobbler. Its natural host is the goldfish; however
recent investigations reveal that it prefers our native fish, causing high levels of infection and subsequent mortality.
Feral goldfish have extensive and destructive effects on both native fishes and habitat and so the control of goldfish
has become essential; yet the potential for unintended consequences of invasive species management makes it harder
to implement control plans. The release of goldfish into WA waters has bought with it the introduction of Lernaea,
however, removal of goldfish from the new environment has the potential to damage local native fish populations.
It has also been suggested that the removal of goldfish may cause an increase in prevalence of parasitic infection on
native fishes. If this is true there will be immediate, practical implications for control programs of introduced fishes in
Western Australia and elsewhere.
continued
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Lernaea cyprinacea continued...
My PhD research project with Murdoch University’s
Freshwater Fish Group and Fish Health Unit aims to determine
the geographic range, prevalence and pathogenicity of the
introduced parasite Lernaea cyprinacea on native fishes in
south-west Australia.
Help needed with Distribution/Records:
If anyone should find this parasite or thinks they have come
across it please email me at m.morine@hotmail.com. If
possible, include a photo of the parasite as well as details of
location and fish species.

Figure 2: Close up of the parasite on a goldfish. Note cylindrical shape.
Mature parasites often have 2 cylindrical egg sacs attached to the end of
the body.

Figure 3: examples of the parasite on a freshwater cobbler from the Canning River. Note swelling below insertion point of parasite.
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Nanga Brook

A Small but Precious Jewel.
by Russell Hanley
As a trout fisherman based in Perth it can be difficult
sometimes to find the free time to travel the hundreds
of kilometres required to reach the rivers and
impoundments in the South West of Western Australia
where trout are regularly stocked.

Unfortunately several of these perennial streams such
as Marrinup Brook and Big Brook have ceased flowing
during the summer months in recent years and any fish
stocked into these streams either have to retreat into
the Murray or perish.

The recent decision by the Department of Fisheries to
once again stock the Murray River system with trout
means that it is now possible to fish for trout in a river
system within a couple of hours drive from Perth.

A description of the fishing quality on other streams
and the main river of Murray system will be presented
at another time.

Background information
The first stocking of the Murray system with trout was in
1894 with the release of an unknown number of brown
trout fry which were part of a shipment of 15,000 ova
shipped from Tasmania and reared to the fry stage at
the Preston Hatchery.
Subsequent stocking of trout was spasmodic with
long periods of no stocking effort right up until the
mid- 1930s when the successful establishment of the
Pemberton Hatchery provided a secure supply of both
fry and yearlings. The stocking of the Murray River and
its tributaries then became more regular (but not every
year) and comprised mostly rainbow trout right up until
2003. There was no stocking of the river system in the
years between 2004-2012. Stocking of rainbow trout
fry and yearlings began again in 2013. Fish were also
stocked into the river system in 2014 and there will be
fish stocked in 2015.

Nanga Brook
The Nanga Brook is one of the perennial streams that has
been a stocking location for many years. Unlike several
of the other brooks on the Murray system, Nanga Brook
still flows through summer, and recent visits in March/
April of 2014 and 2015 revealed flows were still strong
enough during late summer to maintain suitable water
quality for trout.
Nanga Brook is a small stream that rises in forested
country in the hills of the escarpment south of
Dwellingup and East of Waroona. The main brook flows
in a northerly direction alongside Nanga Rd before a
confluence with a secondary branch. The brook then
flows eastward and is joined by two other branches
before discharging into the Murray River within the
Lane Poole Reserve.

Much of the Murray River becomes inhospitable for
trout over the summer months with low flows, high
temperatures and high nutrient loadings which lead to
low oxygen levels in the deeper pools. Fish may survive
but are likely to be stressed and in poor condition. There
have however, always been suitable summer refuges
for fish in a number of spring fed tributaries which
continue to flow all through the summer. These small
streams provide clean, cool water with a high oxygen
content and support trout and native species that
otherwise would have to deal with poor water quality
in much of the main river. A number of these smaller
streams flowing into the Murray River were identified
as prime locations for the release of fry and yearlings
particularly as redfin perch are generally absent from
these streams.
Figure 1: Typical shallow glide on Nanga Brook,
note undercut bank on right side of brook.
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Nanga Brook continued...
Access
Most of the brook is easily accessed by road from Dwellingup or Waroona and a considerable section of the brook lies
beside Nanga Rd. From the junction of Nanga Brook Rd to the mouth of the brook at the Murray River is a distance
of about 6 kilometres. Campgrounds alongside the brook at the old Nanga town site and further downstream at the
Nanga Mill campground provide easy access to these sections of the brook. Camping in the campsites along the brook
is quite pleasant although the campground at Nanga Mill is large (and has just been extended) and so at peak periods
these camping areas can become very crowded. Virtually all 6km of the brook can be fished but outside of the camping
grounds the brook is lined with thick bush so getting into a position to cast a line into a likely looking spot requires
some effort. There are some patches of blackberries which have been recently sprayed within the campgrounds but
elsewhere are growing vigorously. The brook is shallow enough to be waded over most of its length but overhanging
vegetation still makes moving along the stream bed and casting difficult and wading in the stream bed should be
avoided as it stirs up a lot of fine sediment that reduces water quality downstream.

Fish Habitat
The brook falls through quite a steep gradient so it is narrow and shallow with long stretches of riffles over gravel and
rocks interspersed with glides of slightly deeper water (20-40cm) over coarse sand. The glides are rarely more than
a few metres long and there are very few deeper pools. Some deeper holes are present where water falls over an
obstruction such as a fallen log, rock bar or man- made weir (there are several small weirs of rock in the campground
sections) but these holes are rarely more than 50cm deeper than the surrounding stream bed. Near the mouth the
brook falls rapidly over a series of granite rock outcrops with the last fall large enough to provide an upstream barrier
to fish movement. A fish ladder was installed by WATFAA at this site and provides access upstream to both trout and
native species during periods of high flows.
Throughout the length of the brook there are numerous fallen trees and branches lying in the stream providing cover
for fish. There are also many areas were the stream banks are substantially undercut and these also provide excellent
cover for fish.
There are fish usually lying in the
deeper holes but most of the fish are
typically lying under an overhanging
bank or log and often at the end of a
glide. Once the flow of water increases
in autumn and winter the fish may
be found holding a station out in the
middle of the channel but nearly
always where the depth and flow
creates sufficient ripples so the fish are
not easily spotted.
There is little aquatic vegetation in the
brook but most of the rocks and logs
and branches under water are covered
in algae which provides the food
supply to a range of aquatic insects and
crustaceans. Wherever the brook flow is
reduced in eddies and the deeper pools
and glides, leaf litter and fine sediment
has accumulated and these areas also
support invertebrate communities. In

Figure 2: A stretch of the brook alongside the campground where small weirs
have been made using timber and rock to create pools.
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Nanga Brook continued...
addition to feeding on this in-stream fauna,
trout will also feed on terrestrial insects which
fall from the overhanging vegetation during
the warmer months. The brook also has a large
population of the western minnow.

Fish Stocks
At first glance the brook looks so small it is
difficult to believe it holds trout at all. The
presence of sometimes crowded campgrounds
alongside the brook also suggests fish might be
hard to find. However there are plenty of fish
throughout the length of the brook between
the Nanga Brook Rd junction and the Murray
River. Fish are not easy to spot but a careful
reconnaissance will reveal fish if the observer
is patient. On a recent visit in March 2015 the
level of water in the brook was low and the
current was quite gentle. On a walk up the
brook from where it discharges into the Murray
up to the bridge on Nanga Rd I counted 46 fish. Figure 3: Very small fish appear to be present all year round and need to be handled with care.
A range of size classes were present including
small sized fish <10cm, fish between 10-15cm, fish of between 20-25cm and a few fish of 30cm or more. The range of
sizes observed is intriguing as it is difficult to reconcile entirely with the known stocking of fry and yearlings recently.
Discussions with other anglers who know the area well (Terry Goodlich, Bretton Stitfold) and my own observations
suggest there is a small self-sustaining population of rainbow trout present in the brook. There is certainly enough
suitable spawning substrate present. The small size of the brook means that the average size of fish is small and the
most common size class I have caught is 15-20cm. The presence of fish of 30cm or more up above the bridge on Nanga
Rd suggests that either some fish living their entire lives within the brook can attain that size or that (more likely) larger
fish from the Murray River regularly enter the brook and are able to negotiate their way up stream past the falls via
the fish ladder.
The information for Lane Poole Reserve provided by the Department of Parks and Wildlife (DPAW) identifies fishing as
one of the recreational activities that is popular in the reserve but I think most fishers overlook the brook in favour of
fishing in the Murray River. This is likely as most fishers I have spoken to at Lane Poole were specifically targeting redfin
perch using either bait or spinning gear.

Fishing methods
I have seen several people using spinning gear on the brook and a DPAW staff member recently told me that contractors
working on the extension of the camping area at Nanga Mill were fishing in the brook using bread as bait.
There are limited options for spin fishing in this small brook as in most places it is difficult to cast more than 1 metre
or so and the many logs and rocks are difficult to avoid on a retrieve. If you do try this please remove the treble hooks
from your lure and replace them with a single barbless hook. The many small fish in this stream will enthusiastically
attack lures almost as big as themselves but the barbed treble hooks will cause enough damage to ensure fish do not
survive the experience. Most fish you will hook in this brook will be undersize (<300mm) and must be returned to
water unharmed.
My preferred approach is to use a short 7ft fly rod and 4wt line with a short fine leader. I typically use a small weighted
nymph (16-18) and either cast upstream or downstream depending on access. The aim is to drift the nymph as close as

continued
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possible to where I have seen a fish
or to where there is likely to be a
fish lying. This includes allowing a
nymph to drift right under a bank
or overhanging vegetation. You
do occasionally get snagged, but
the brook is so shallow it is easy
to retrieve a snagged fly on most
occasions. Most nymph patterns
will take fish. I clamp down the
barb on the hook because when
fishing blind it is not possible to
forecast what size of fish you might
hook and there are a lot of small
fish. I always use a landing net to
minimise damage to the fish.
In the summer months when the
brook is flowing slowly it can be Figure 4: Typical size of many of the fish in Nanga Brook.
difficult to get a weighted nymph
to drift into likely spots and at these times I have been successful with unweighted nymphs, wet flies or occasionally a
dry fly pattern such as a beetle or an ant.
Casting a fly on this brook is not easy and the bow and arrow cast is often required. So is stealth as it is all too easy to
reveal your presence as you endeavour to get into a suitable position to cast and the larger fish tend to lie in spots that
are difficult to approach successfully.
Of course anyone fishing the brook would also be well advised to try the mouth of the brook where it enters the
Murray River and here there is certainly room to cast both flies and spinning lures. Immediately downstream of the
mouth of Nanga Brook the river braids through some shallow runs over rocks and gravel before entering a long deep
pool. Upstream of the mouth the river is deeper with some patches of ribbonweed. There are good spots immediately
upstream and downstream of the mouth but I believe the downstream shallow runs should be more attractive water
for fish as the outflow from the brook is cool and well oxygenated.
The area around the mouth of the brook can be waded during the summer months but anyone fishing this area of the
main river should exercise caution during the months of winter and spring as the river often rises quickly and flows
very strongly after rain.

Regulations
•

A Freshwater angling licence is required for angling in all freshwaters on the Murray River system.

•

The Murray River and all its tributaries are open to fishing all year round.

•

You may only keep trout of 300mm or more in length and are not permitted to take more than 4 fish of this size
on any one day.

•

The chances of catching your bag limit of legal size fish on the Nanga Brook are low, and most fish you catch will
be smaller than the legal size.

•

The advice provided here is current but can change so you are advised to check the Department of Fisheries
website before going fishing to make sure you understand the regulations.

http://www.fisheries.wa.gov.au/Pages/Home.aspx
continued
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Nanga Brook continued...
Current Issues and Future Prospects
There are a number of pressures which may negatively impact on Nanga Brook in the future. The first is the continued
drying climate and the possibility that the brook will cease to flow year round. If that occurs the fishery will be lost.
The area continues to attract tourists and the current expansion of the camping areas may also lead to impacts on the
brook from rubbish and sedimentation if rain mobilises sediment from the currently bare earth surfaces of the new
campsites. To their credit DPAW appear to be acting to mitigate potential impacts on the water quality in this stream.
There is also the problem that increased awareness of the fishery leads to unsustainable fishing pressure. To an extent
the current difficult access through thick bush on some parts of the stream provides areas of respite from angling
pressure. However, a positive attitude is also needed from all anglers with respect to bag and size limits and the use of
gear to ensure the fish caught can be safely returned to the water. With care this pleasant little stream can provide an
enjoyable fishing experience to many. You will not be catching trophy fish, but fish are plentiful and I cannot think of
a better location in the south west where you might introduce a child to trout fishing, stream craft and conservation.

Figure 5: Fish are generally in very good condition.
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From the Archives
Bruce Were with some assistance from Bretton Stitfold has put together a CD compendium of all the WATFAA Freshwater
magazines from April 1968 to December/January of 2013/14. Reading through these old magazines provides interesting
insight to the activities of our club and a snapshot of life in Western Australia over nearly 5 decades.
We continue our browse through the old editions of Freshwater with an article that appeared in the August 1971 issue.
The article recounts a trip to Tasmania made by Silvester Smeschkal a very active WATFAA member at the time. The
article is reproduced here exactly as it appeared in the original magazine.

Letters to the Editor
It is quite easy to talk about a subject I’m very interested in or tell a story about it, but writing?? ? ?? However what I
will pretend to do is to tell the story as if I was telling it to a fishing mate: The morning my wife and I arrived in Tasmania I felt like a little boy waiting in bed on Christmas morning and wondering
what I would find in my stocking, the Island is as beautiful as one can expect (after reading and seeing films about it).
In the eyes of a Trout Fisherman it is a little paradise.
A Scottish Trout fisherman will find himself at home in the highlands with it’s 2,000 lakes of different sizes, the Hydro
Electric scheme contributes a lot of Trout fishing with it s lagoons or dams where one or more brooks are dammed
to form these which incidently are subject to various rises and falls during a 24 hour period and what’s more the fish
seem to like it.
I was told that the fishermen in Tasmania were not interested in fishing Rainbow Trout but were only interested in
fishing Browns as these were Shoring, this was proven to me by fishing in a lagoon and seeing fish moving in six inches
of water. My problem from the beginning was to find out what flies to use but in a short time I developed a tactic, I
would walk up to a fellow fisherman, introduce myself, tell him where I came from, and ask him if he could give some
hint as to what to use!
It worked like a miracle, it seems every Tasmanian fisherman ties his own flies and he would open his tackle box to
show me his creations. Upon asking where I could get these flies he would proudly answer “nowhere” but that I could
help myself to some, after walking off with a dozen or so flies I would start fishing and find out that the bloke was right.
Being not very experienced in fly fishing, I would use up the flies in an afternoons fishing by losing the fish including the
fly or by snapping the hook when backcasting, anyway the same story would occur next day.
I would like to thank the very kind fishermen I met in Tasmania who helped me along, if one of them should read this by
any chance. Weather on the Island is very changeable but the local fishermen do not care about it, I saw chaps fishing
in a howling Westerly, rain mixed with snow at a temperature of about 35 degrees, and taking fish on a dry fly.
Seeing Tasmania is seeing the Old Country, I originally come from Austria where the country is very similar with snow
capped mountains the whole year round and the one thing missing here in W. A. open streams and rivers. The Island is
only about 180 miles wide and 200 miles deep, not very much when compared to W. A., but we travelled 1,500 miles
in twenty days and still have not seen the whole Island.
Camping facilities are quite good, but of course never where you want them, this trip was actually an investigation and
next time we will know where to go and what to do. We are in contact with an elderly couple whom we met during a
fishing session and I would like to quote a few sentences from their last letter to me “Four days fishing on the South
Esk River, 100 fish taken and released again; sore finger from taking out hooks” or “The fish were rising in Little Pine
Lagoon; I took eleven fish from two to five pounds in three hours” Well it really sounds like a fishy story (? ? ? ) but I
believe him, he showed me his record book (not card) - 1,400 fish last season!
Anyway if you don’t believe it, go and see for yourself.
continued
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From the Archives continued...
If somebody is interested, the cost for the trip was:Petrol for a medium size car						

95.00

Ferry - two passengers and car (both ways)				

92.00

Camping fees								

28.00

Two fishing licences (Trout flies etc.)					

16.00

A few souvenirs. (35 post cards, 4 colour films)				

46.00

Foodstuffs and Meals						

153.00

(according to my wife’s book-keeping). 				

Total $430. 00

The whole trip took thirty days, and in conclusion I would like to thank my two neices for correcting this composition.
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DVD Review

North Island Back Country
by Tom Meredith
This is another fabulous exhibition style production by Perth’s home- grown fly fishing cinematographer Nick Reygaert.
In this, his 7th documentary film, he shows the world what the North Island’s backcountry has to offer trout fishermen.
The film features anglers including some pretty well known New Zealand fly fishing identities like Mike Kirkpatrick &
Rene Vaz and also the lesser known YouTube “troutboysnz” channel founder, Andrew Harding.
Although traditionally the North Island is best known for its rainbow trout fishing with the popular Tongariro River
being at the epicentre of this, the film amply demonstrates there are some very impressive brown trout to be caught
in the area as well.
My favourite part of the film would be the section on the very humble Cory Scott and his take on the North Island
backcountry experience. The trip to a remote hut which he suggests no one knows about apart from a few possum
hunters, shows the isolation of the area. The condition of the fish the angler manages to fool and the scenery in which
he is fishing is nothing short of spectacular.
While I am aware a lot of the members in our fishing club tend to favour the South Island as a destination for Kiwi trout
fishing, I get the impression from this film and some comments from forums on the internet that the North Island
back country is definitely on par with the South Island as fishing destination, and is potentially better in some respects.
If you have any inclination to fish the backcountry of the North Island or wish to relax and watch a quality fly fishing film
this production is for you. We have a copy in the club library so please make use of our club resources.
The next instalment by this talented film maker is being filmed as we speak, entitled Back Country - South Island and I
would expect it to be available next year for Christmas.
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Technology Spot

Smart Phone Waterproof Housing
by Tom Meredith
These days I take my smart phone on all my fishing trips
as it acts as my time, mapping device, GPS tracking
device and of course a direct line for my wife to tell me
to come home.
It had occurred to me on numerous fishing trips over
the years how risky it is to carry your mobile phone
with you on fishing trips. If you are like me, and quite
like to wet -wade, this becomes a problem that needs
some consideration if you plan to have your phone on
your person.
I did some research a while back and purchased a
Lifeproof case for my Iphone 4. This case is waterproof
and tested to 3 meters which covers the majority of my
use around water and is also built to withstand shock
damage as a result of dropping the case. Another few
less important features worth mentioning are that the
case has a clear perspex hole that sits over the camera
lens of the smart phone enabling pictures to be taken
both on dry land and underwater as well. There is a
waterproof earphone plug which for an additional cost
a waterproof headphone jack accessory can be fitted

should you be inclined to take your phone swimming
and like listening to music while you do so.
If you are like me and can see the advantages of these
features in a fishing context, look up the website:
http://www.lifeproof.com
and other sources on Google to find out more about
the product.
On a recent adventurous trip with a mate of mine, we
decided to float down one of our south-west rivers in a
Kayak. Yes, we fell out on a number of a occasions into
the cold river and yes, I had my smart phone on me
as it was my GPS tracking device. The waterproof case
meant these mishaps were not disastrous.
While I am discussing here a particular make and model
of mobile phone housing, there are a few brands of
similar housing covers available on the market but I
am only speaking from personal experience. It does
require a leap of faith to submerge your $500+ smart
phone in water and I admit the first time I did, it made
me nervous!
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Fly of the Moment
DROWNED CRANE FLY

By Lee Jackson

1

The crane flies are members of the family Tipulidae of insects and are the
largest family of flies in Australia. They are often overlooked as a potential for
imitation but I have recently started to tie imitations based on observation
and some patterns found in a box of English and Irish flies a friend kindly
showed me. There are hundreds of types of crane flies around Australia and
New Zealand but this pattern is a generic one focussing on typical features.
I have tied a floating and a wet version. The floating pattern was incredibly
successful in NZ but I didn’t get a chance to try this wet version unfortunately
as the fish were all on the dry. I can’t wait to give this one a go. The dry version
will be the subject of another Fly of the Moment.

Hook: 		
		
Thread:
Thorax:
Body: 		
Wing:
Legs: 		
Rib:		

Size 10/12 streamer hook. I use a Kamasan B830 classic
long lure
Tan
3.3mm (1/8”) pale tungsten bead
Tan Dubbing and Tan Thread
Dun or light brown hackle feather.
Knotted Pheasant Tail Fibres
Fine Gold Wire

2

3

4
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continued

Fly of the Moment continued.....
Method:
1. Tie a small “head” of thread at the eye and tie off. This will allow the tungsten bead to sit a little further down the
shank. Tie in a very fine gold wire for the ribbing and then form the body from a little dubbed thread. Whilst there are
many variations in body shape I like to have a little bulge in the abdomen to mimic the natural. Cover the dubbing with
thread to create a smooth body. Of course you can just use thread or floss but this is the method I prefer.
2. Wind the rib wire to the bead and tie off. Tie 2 knots in 6 pheasant tail fibres. This can be a bit fiddly but once you
get the hang of it, tie quite a few for several flies. It really does give legs a really buggy look. Tie them in just below the
bead. The aim is to get the legs to stick out from the body in a variety of positions but general sloping back. Tying them
in groups of 3 either side seems to work.
3. Choose 2 hackle tips of equal length and tie either side as shown. It can be a bit fiddly to get them both to exactly the
right length and angle. Cutting the fibres at the tie-in point does help with keeping them in place though.
4. Trim and Whip-finish behind the bead and apply some cement.
As I said earlier, the dry cousin of this fly looked fantastic on the water and I am expecting this gangly-legged wet
version to do just as well. It is a nice large fly without the bulk and lots of leggy movement to get those trout triggers
happening.
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Member Profile
Terry Goodlich

Many members of the club are unable to regularly attend
our activities evenings or the various fishing events
hosted at our cottage. So we have quite a few members
who don’t know much about each other. In this section
of Freshwater a member selected from the membership
database will tell us a little bit about themselves. Each
member we approach will be asked to answer the same
set of questions about themselves.

Where were you born and where did you grow up?
I was born in Scarborough, WA and when I was 4 my
parents moved to the coastal town of Safety Bay where
my passion for fishing first began.
I finished formal schooling at 14, and was apprenticed
as a Carpenter and Joiner in my father’s building
firm. Several years later, due to my keen interest in
photography, I completed a Diploma in Photography and
worked as a professional photographer for many years.
Not long after I was married, I undertook further studies
in Environmental Management and at the age of 28 I realised my dream of becoming a Parks and Wildlife National Park
Ranger working in terrestrial and marine parks throughout the State

Can you remember when you first became interested in fishing?
As a very young child I would harass my parents to drive me the nearest beach, river, jetty or groyne to fish, sometimes
fishing the whole day on my own. At 17, newly independent with my driver’s licence and first car, I also took-up
snorkeling and scuba diving and ventured further afield fishing the South coast and offshore reefs.
My passion for freshwater fishing first began in the late 70s when I started reading trout fishing magazines from
England, USA and Canada. After some ‘word of mouth’ research I discovered we allegedly had Rainbow and Brown
trout in our rivers and dams of the southwest. After traveling to the Dwellingup area several times, early one morning
after advice from Terry Piggott I caught my first 3 rainbows (approx. 1kg each) out of Waroona Dam on a red and black
Celta. My love and passion for this kind of fishing grew from then on.
Over the past 40 years I have fished for trout from Moore River to East of Albany. I particularly enjoy fishing our
southwest rivers and streams as I enjoy exploring the Jarrah and Karri forests while observing our native wildlife. The
exhilaration of stalking fish that are lying-in-wait in a run for food to pass by them, or when an insect hatch occurs and
the fish are difficult to catch because you quite often do not have the right fly - it’s just a wonderful experience!

Tell us your favourite fishing memory?
I have very treasured memories of fishing with my father - who was not a freshwater fisherman. He grew up on an
island in the Adriatic called Hvar, and fishing and seafood was integral to their lifestyle. Going fishing after school or
work with him meant a good feed of Herring or Silver Trevally (Skippy), barbequed whole with garlic, olive oil and
lemon.
continued
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Member Profile continued...
Terry Goodlich

I also have very fond memories of my early days with WATFAA and the generosity of members such as Terry Piggott,
Sylvester Smeschkal and others who were very generous with their time and expertise towards a novice fisher.

What is the most unusual fish you have ever caught?
Early one morning in 1978 I was lure fishing the Murray River near Baden Powell Water Spout when I hooked into a
solid slow moving fish. My first thought was it was a large Redfin Perch, but to my surprise when drawn close to my
feet I had caught what I believed to be a Murray Cod. Unfortunately as I was about to land it the small treble hooks
gave-way and the fish slowly swam back into the deeper section of the pool. I estimate it to have been around 2-3 Kg
in weight and appeared to be in good condition.

What kind of fishing do you like best and why?
I have always fished the coastline of WA, owning several fishing vessels with my current boat being a new 6.8m
aluminium hard top trailer boat. Even though I enjoy the thrill of fishing the ocean, estuaries and inlets my love of
chasing trout in our rivers and streams will always be my first love.

When did you join WATFAA?
January, 1975.

Why did you become a member?
To support the Association and to create a sustainable population of trout throughout our rivers, streams and dams for
recreational anglers to enjoy now and into the future.

What developments would you like to see in the freshwater fishing scene in WA?
Due to the changing climate and the amount of private and public dams being created I believe it is important we find
ways to ensure increased summer water flow back into our rivers and streams. Sharing of our water resources is not
only important for the sustainability of trout, but also for survival of native species and the future of our river systems.
In some areas of the State I would also like to see a balanced approach between agriculture and the environment.
Native trees should be planted along rivers courses and riparian growth encouraged to help restore our waterways.
The continuation of the ‘Pemberton Freshwater Research Centre’ and increased stocking of Brown trout into our rivers
and streams is extremely important. This species appears to be able to withstand our hotter climate and their predation
on smaller Redfin Perch is promising.
The creation of spawning gravel beds on selected sections of streams and rivers would also be a valuable resource
for the long-term sustainability of trout in the State. This would give us the capacity to not solely rely on government
stocking programs, and also to breed a more resilient species of trout that can cope with climate change.
I would also love to see a self-sustaining population of trout in WAs Rivers and streams, and the capacity to stock and
fish select public drinking water catchment dams would be beneficial to the wider community and tourism industry.
The flow-on effect to tourism created by opening these dams to fishing has now been proven in other states. Careful
monitoring and management of dual-use drinking water catchment dams for recreation fishing is carried out worldwide with no detrimental impact on water quality or availability.
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Council Member Contact Details
President
Steve Parker
spswiv@hotmail.com
Mob: 0419 960 970
Vice President and Cottage Bookings
Dave Humphrey
davehumphrey@iinet.net.au
Mob: 0412 095 095
2nd Vice President & Activities Officer
Stewart King
stewie54@live.com.au
Mob: 0418 942 899
Freshwater Fisheries Reference Group FFRG
Fisheries Association Working Group FAWG
Freshwater Editor
Russell Hanley
russell@fleck-hanley.com
Mob: 0478 625 975
Membership Secretary
Mick Burman
mimamoth@bigpond.com
Mob: 0414 401 993
Treasurer
Secretary
Freshwater Editor
Geoff Barrett
geoffbarrett9@gmail.com or
watfaa.treasurer@outlook.com
Mob: 0433 321 936

Web Officer
Freshwater Editor
Lee Jackson
pythonleejackson@bigpond.com
Mob: 0415 833 699
Video Library
Tom Meredith
swooop84@hotmail.com
Mob: 0419 147 650
Councillor
Geoff Buckland
buckland@iinet.net.au
Ph: 6293 1483
Councillor
Bretton Stitfold
bstitfold@optusnet.com.au
0404 860 365
Councillor
Peter Taylor
pjtaylor@westnet.com.au
0457 846 955
Councillor
Pemberton Contact
Jim Kitis
jim.kitis@bigpond.com
Record Keeper
Doug Buchanan

Club address - PO Box 1050, Booragoon, WA 6954
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